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Please send submissions to Steve Lundback, lundback@msu.edu, 212 Biochemistry (Mailbox on 2nd Floor)

Seminar Calendar

Noteworthy News

MONDAY, JUNE 17
Maike Stam, Grotewold lab
“Gene regulation by distant regulatory elements”
4:00 PM, Room 1200 MPS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19
Arnaud Tauffenberger, King Abdullah University, Saudi Arabia
“Forever young – lactate and pyruvate delay aging related phenotypes in
C. elegans”
11:00 AM, Room 208 Biochemistry

Announcements
Workshops from the Graduate School
Ph.D. Career Parade: Science Policy with Dr. Nicole Parker
Room 1425 BPS
Wednesday, June 19, 2019 - 11:30am to 1:00pm
Navigating the PhD: Managing Time and Academic
Relationships (Session 1)
The Writing Center
Friday, August 2, 2019 - 9:00am to 12:00pm
Navigating the PhD: Writing Processes & Strategies for
Academic Writing (Session 2)
The Writing Center
Friday, August 2, 2019 - 1:00pm to 4:00pm

Danny Ducat and Sophia Lunt were among
six Michigan State University College of
Natural Science (NatSci) researchers who
received a 2019 National Science Foundation
Early CAREER Faculty Award. The
CAREER Award is one of NSF’s most
prestigious honors. The grants support faculty
members early in their profession who
exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through
their outstanding research, excellent education
and the integration of the two.
Phil Duxbury, NatSci dean, offered his
enthusiastic congratulations to the 2019
NatSci cohort of CAREER Award winners.
“The achievements of this outstanding group
of faculty will ensure that NatSci continues to
excel and grow in STEM research and
teaching performance,” Duxbury said. “These
emerging leaders now have the opportunity to
clearly communicate the ways NatSci research
excellence positively impacts the broader
community in Michigan, nationwide and in
the international sphere." Read more here.

SPARTANS WILL.

Advanced Molecular Imaging Course
An advanced molecular imaging course targeted toward senior
graduate students, postdoctoral researchers, and young faculty who are interested in advancing their
knowledge to become leaders in the field. Individuals who have a fundamental understanding of biology,
chemistry, and physics will get the most from this intensive course. Join us on the beaches of Holland, MI
from July 24th – 27th 2019 at Hope College! Register here.
CMSE 890: Gaps, Missteps, & Errors in Statistical Data Analysis
Arjun Krishnan will be teaching a short course on essential concepts for rigorous practice & critical
interpretation of statistical data analyses will be offered this fall from November 6th to December 4th, M-W,
3pm-5pm.
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Targeting Metabesity 2019
October 15 - 16, 2019, Washington, DC
Abstract submission for Targeting Metabesity 2019 is now open. The committee encourages submissions that
are innovative and challenge current treatment paradigms. There is an early deadline (June 1, 2019, 5 p.m.
EDT) and a standard deadline (August 1, 2019, at 5 p.m. EDT). For more information, visit
metabesity2019.com
BMB Picnics
The next BMB monthly noon picnics will be on June 2oth at the courtyard behind the Biochemistry building.
Paid Fellowship: Spartan Innovations Venture Fellows
The Venture Fellows program assists in launching startup companies based on inventions by MSU faculty,
Staff and graduate students and to provide graduate students experience in technology commercialization.
The program runs from September through the end of April. Fellows will have a direct impact on scaling
MSU technology for commercialization and have access to top-ranked faculty as well as industry experts.
Fellows are grouped in teams of three – a business student and two STEM/STEAM students – who are
responsible for developing and executing a plan for moving the technology towards commercialization.
Scientist position in Metabolomics and Biomarker Team at Kintai Therapeutics
The Scientist/Senior Scientist, Metabolomics & Biomarkers will be a key member of the Kintai Therapeutics
Research and Development team. Within the Microbiome, Genomics, & Metabolomics platform, the
candidate will support both metabolomics and exploratory biomarker efforts that will fundamentally enable
our pioneering work in microbiome pharmacology. Since our goal is to capture a complete picture of the gut
metabolome, candidates with both lipidomics and metabolomics backgrounds are highly preferred. The
candidate will be expected to collaborate closely with Kintai Therapeutics team members in chemistry and
biology to maximize value from the scientific platform and enable project decision making.
Bayer Analytical Scientist Position
Bayer is looking for an Analytical Scientist possessing depth of knowledge of protein biochemistry and
analytical techniques, who will apply their expertise and hands-on skills to protein and biologics analysis.
The primary function of the MSAT Lab group is to support manufacturing by performing lab experiments
and this scientist position will be working for MSAT analytical lab.
FDA Staff Chemist Position
The Office of Regulatory Science (ORS) of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Center for Food Safety
and Applied Nutrition is seeking an outstanding analytical or bioanalytical chemist with mass spectrometry
expertise to participate in our food safety/food defense research program.
Post-doctoral Position, Kenyon College Biology Department
The Biology Department at Kenyon College in Gambier, OH is seeking qualified applicants for a fulltime, post-doctoral position in the laboratory of Karen Hicks. This position is funded through a Research at
Undergraduate Institutions (RUI) grant from the NSF to study the evolution of seasonal regulation of
reproduction in land plants. The immediate goal for our NSF-funded program is functional analysis via
CRISPR-Cas9 knockout mutagenesis of genes that are likely to be involved in seasonal regulation of
reproduction in the moss Physcomitrella patens.
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